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In February 2006 the market research team of Fairfield' Language Technologies 
conducted an online sUlvey in the United States. The panel of respondents was provided 
by AC Nielsen. About 1400 respondents answered all of the que~tions. All data was 
collected in the second week of february, 2006. The survey is r¢presentative for the 
population in the USA that is older than 18 and that has Internet access. In this report 
whenever we make conclusions about the Americans as a whole. w~ actually mean this 
particular subgroup of the American population !hat is older than 18 years of age and has 
Internet access. 
The margin of error forthe questions answered by all 1400 respondents is about 3%. By 
design some of the questions are answered only by • subgroup oHhe sample and the 
margin of error for these questions is higher. For example, only 8% of all respondents 
have bought language products or services in the last 12 months. They are approximately 
II 0 respondents in the sample. We asked these 110 people what products and brands they 
have bought and how much money they have spent on language products/service,s. We 
try to extrapolate their answers to all people who buy I.nguage learning products in 
America. The general popUlation represeoted by this survey is about 150M people. 8% 
who buy language products are approximately 12M people. Therefore by researching 100 
people we try to make conclusions about all ,these 12M people. This is possible but the 
margin. of error increases to about 10%. In order ,to decrease the margin of error,Jor 
example, to 5%, we need to increase the snmple about 4 times which is prohibitively 
expensive. Therefore, for Q limited number of questions we work with a margin of error 
of about 10%; for the majority of the questions the margin of error is between 3% and 
7%. For each table in this report we will specify the margin of error. • 
Chapter 1 Survey Objectives and Design 
1.1 Survey Objectives 
The main· objectives of the survey are to determine: 
• How the Americans learn foreign languages 
o What methods they use 
o Where they learn foreign languages 
• Why they study foreign languages 
• How many and what foreign languages they speak 
• How and for what purposes they use the foreign langnages they speak 
• Americans' awareness of different language learning brands 
• What they know about Rosetta Stone 
• What percentage of the Americans intend to study foreign languages 
• How much money the Americans spend on language learning 
• The relationship between price and demand 
• The profile 6fthe Americans who spend money on language learning 
• What products and brands the Americans buy: product categories' and brands' 
- market shares 
o Total potential of the language learning madee! 
• Americans' awareness of tlie Rosetta Stolie advertising 
3 
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1.2 Survey design 
The survey consists of one online questionnaire. The questionnaire has 27 closed-ended 
and open-ended questions. See appendixes I and 2 for the survey questionnaire. 
"h'e establiShed quotas for gender and age gro.ups to ensure that the different groups are 
fairly represented in the survey sample. 
Age quotas 
Below 18 - a 
18-24 - 300 
25-34-285 
35-44 - 315 
45-54 -300 
Chapter 2 Executive Summary 
55 plus - 300 
Gender quotas 
Male-750 
Female-750 
• 71 % of all Americans have studied foreign languages. 
• 49% ofthe people who have studied foreign languages are confident that they can 
actually speak foreign language,. 
• About three quarters of the people who speak foreign languages can speak ouly 
one language and the remaining quarter speaks two or more languages. 
• The most popular foreign languages in tbe USA are Spanish, French, and 
German. 
• Tbe vast majQrity of the people who have studied foreign languages have done 
this in school. 
• For this particular reason language class is the most popular method used by the 
Americans to study foreign languages. 
• 92% of the Americans who have studied foreign languages have done this in a 
class setting. 15% have used computer software. 31% have used books and 20% 
have used audiotapes to study foreign languages. 
• "One-en-one sessions with a teacher" is considered the most effective method to 
study foreign languages followed by "group sessions with a teacher". 
• Among the adult learners the most popular way to study foreign languages is 
"self-study at home". 24% of all people who have ever studied foreign languages 
have tried to study on their own. About 7% of the people who have ever studied 
foreign languages have done this in language courses in their own country. 
• Many people have studied foreign languages just to meet a course requirement in 
school. 
• Besides this reason, the most important motives for studying foreign languages 
are (in priority order): 
a for personal satisfaction, 
o to be able to understand peOple from other cultures, 
o to travel abroad. 
4 
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• Most people have more than one reason to study foreign languages: 2 motives per 
person. 
• lbe Americans use the foreign languages they speak mosJly in their leisure time. 
• The most frequently mentioned circumstances in which foreign languages are 
used are (in priority order): 
o Watching films, TV, listening to radio 
o Communicating with friends 
o On holidays abroad 
o Communicating with family 
o Conversations at work 
• The most recalled brands (unaided brand awareness) are Berlitz, Rosetta Stone, 
Pims!eur, and For Dummies series. 
• The most recognized brands in the aided awareness question are Berlitz and 
Rosetta Stone. 
• Rosetta Stone has 16.4% brand recognition. This is approximately 2 percentage 
point increase since August 2005. 
• . Based on some indirect evidence, we bypotheStZ8 that each percentage point 
increase in brand recognition creates a pool of about 25,000 to 30~OOO new 
customers and $6lvl-$7M of increment?! revenue. 
• About 8% of the Americans have bought a language product or a service in the 
last 12 months. 
• They buy on average 2 language products/services a year, 
• About 50% of the buyers oflanguage products and services have bought 
audiotapes and 35% have bought language learning sothv.re.' < 
• The language learning software calegOl)' his penetrated 35% of the potential 
matket and accounts for 18% of ali langnage-rehited transactions.· 
• Classic 80120 rule: 79'10 of all buyers on this market spend only 35% of the 
money while the other 21 % of the buyers spend 65% of the money. 
• Some results frem the survey suggest that in the United Slates there may not be a 
relationship between household income and spending on language learning and 
that there is a relationship between age and spending on language learning. Given 
the small sample size, the uncertainty in the analysis of the relationship between 
income and age on the one hand and language-related spending on other hand is 
very high. Having said this, we still can draw some directional cooc1usions about 
the impact of the demographic characteristics 00 language spending. 
o The analysis did not confirm that people with higher income are more 
likely to buy language products/serviees. 
o The analysis supports the hypothesis that younger people are more likely 
to buy language products and services. As people get older, the likelihood 
that they'd buy language products or services decreases. 
o The hypothesis that people with higher incomes spend more on language 
learning is Dot supported by data from this survey either . 
• Given the sample size, the margin of error is about 10% 
5 
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o Based 00 the above findings, we believe that income is Dot a productive 
basis for segmenting the Americao language learning market. Age looks 
like a more relevant basis for segmentation. t , 
• We estimate the total cODsumer market potential for langUage learning in the 
United States between $1.3B and $1.6B lfwe consider only people older than 18 
and with Internet access. The market size of the Consumer language (earning 
market may be as much as $2.IB If we cODsider all Americans older than 18 
regardless of whether they have Internet access or not. The main assumption 
behind this number is that the Americans without Internet access spend as much 
on language learning as the Americans with Internet access. 
• When we measure market shares with the percentage of customers who buy 
particular brands, it does not look like there is a market leader. There are severol 
brands that have approximately the same share of penetration: Rose~.a Stone, 
Berlitz. Pimsleur, Transparent, and Instant Immersion." 
Chapter 3 Survey Results 
3.1 How the Americans study foreign languages and what 
languages they study 
Have you ever studied any languag.es ot,her than English? 
, 
Frecuencv Percent· 
Valid Yes 980 70.7 
No 406 29.3 
Tolal 1386 100.0 
"2.6% sampling error 
t Given the sample size, the results are only directional The margin of error is more tbac 10% . 
. Given the sample size, the margin of error is arollDd 10%. 
6 
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Have you ever studied any languages other than E,nglish? 
BYes 
!II No 
More than two thirds of the Americans have studied foreign langnages. Aboul50% of the 
people who have studied foreign languages believe they actually can speak foreign 
languages. This is the lowest percentage compared to-Germany (94%) and UK (62%). 
While the students of foreign languages in UK and Germany are fairly confident in their 
ability to speak the languages they have studied, the Americans exhibit relatively low 
level of confidence in their l2I\guage skills . . 
How many languages other than English do you speak? 
How many languages other than Number of 
7 
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How many languages other than English do you ~peak? 
Percent of Americans who have studied foreign language~ 
none ona two three more than three 
How many languages other than English do you speak? 
The mo,t popular .foreign languages in tile United Stales are: 
What foreign 
languages do Number of 
you speak? respondents 
Spanish 
French 
Chinese 
German 
! tali~n 
Russian 
Japanese 
Portuguese 
Arabic 
Hindi 
Other 
·3.1%margm of error 
'U4.5% margin of enor 
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285 
127 
13 
84 
22 
20 
14 
6 
5 
7 
96 
Percent of people Per-cent of people 
who have stu died who can :speak at 
foreign least on~ ~ot"e!~.n 
languages (869)" language 484" 
29% 59% 
13% 26% 
1% 3" 
" 9% 17% 
2% 5% 
2% 4% 
1% 35 
1% 1% 
1% 1% 
1% 1% 
10% 20% 
8 
"Other" 
languages 
other 
ASL 
Hebrew 
Latln 
other 
Number of 
respondents 
14 
13 
9 
58 
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The vast majority of the Americans have studied foreign languages in language classes. 
Among the self-study methods, the most popular are self-study books and audio-tapes. 
Methods to study foreign Percent of Perc~nt of respondents who have 
languages N responses studied foreign languages--t 
Language classes 891 50.9 91.6 
Computer software 146 8.3 15.0 
Books 298 17.0 30.6 
Audio CDs/Audio tapes 191 10.9 19.6 
Private tutor 72 4.1 7.4 
The language was spoken at home 113 6.4 11.6 
With (from) mends" 17 1.0 1.7 
Abroad (tolal immersion)" 24 1.4 2.5 
;'fii"!~C~:i;ijti[~I:iE::!!:~i:~j~:::Ej!~1::;¥'~~~ 1i.~~1:~ !1!; !~ !i.lQiAii1i~:~i .i:~i ;:i ii!,ii,; 1:2: ~H ::1i:';:;8 f;j~i;i 
*Note: In the Percent of respondents' column. the percentages add up to more than 100 because the 
respondents could TD<irlc more than one 2Dswer to the question. 
+Note: 3.1 % margin of error 
• ""Note: The last two categories in the table were not listed among the OptiODS in the closed-ended question. 
They were added to the list by the respondents who chose the "Other methods" option and then wrote in a. 
text box what methods they ha.ve used, We assume that because of this, the shares of the last' two methods 
are underutimated, . 
, 
The Americans use, on average, ),8 different methods to study foreign languages . 
... _ ........•••• _ .... _. __ .-.-._----_. 
~ for studying foreign languages 
Percent at I espoo del Its WlO have studied fore;gn IangU'Iges 
ao 10.0 2).0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 !'Xl.0 
Lcng..i<ge classes ~S!ilE' ~,*Af:..~' . ~o/.'.i:>~::0 ~~$: "'" "=,Y:):~~ 
Orrp..ier_e ~ . ". I . w. 
~ .m'&;;·.'".:-7. , -:. ** .. ,;% I I i Pu:lo CD;IAxlo tapes j!:f~'';:~4%l;~- j 
AiI.!3!e Ill!r g I Ire la-g..ege I.\BS spcl<en a h:rTE ~ 9 I 
WIh (fran) fria"rls ~ ,I 
Jltrca:l (Iota irTTTErlicn) M I 
9 
" 
100.0 
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This is how the respondents rank the effectiveness of the different teaching methods; 
Rank the following methods to learn a language in order of 
effectiveness 
Grou sessions with a teacher 
Self-stud book 
Audio CD/Audio tape 
Computer software r ram 
One-on-one sessions with a teacher 
(1 being Most Effective 
5 being Least Effective) 
A\lera e rank 
2.23 
4.15 
3.35 
3.35 
1.90 
One-an-one sessions with a teacher and group sessions with a teacher are considered the 
most effective methods to study a foreign language. 
Methods' effectiveness ranking 
One-on-one sessions with a teacher 
Computer software program (delSvered via CO 
ROM or online) 
Audio CO/Audio tape 
Self-study book 
Group sessions with a teacher 
·3 .1 % sampling error 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
Percent of respondents· 
!a rank 1 
III rank 2 
Drank 3 
Oranl(4 
II rank 5 
More than halfofthe respondents think private tutor is the most effective method. 28% 
think language classes are the most effective method, Only 5-6% of the respondents give 
the highest effectiveness ranking to audio tapes, software programs, or books, Other 
research conducted by our research team determined that one of the most important 
factors that people consider when they make decision what language product to buy was 
the effectiveness of the product. Private lessons and language schools have huge 
advantage in this regard. Later in the report we show the market shares of the different 
product categories: software, language classes, audio, books, private tutors, etc, Lnnguage 
classes and private lessons are not the most purchased methods to study a language even 
though they are considered the most effective methods, Price and other considerations 
alter the buying decision and shift it towards methods that are less effective but offer 
other benefits such as price savings and convenience, We conduct currently another 
research project with· the objective to learn more about these types of tradeoff's. 
10 
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Are the people who have used software programs to learn foreign languages any different 
in their evaluation of the different products' effectiveness? 
Rankings given by the respondents who Rankings 
have studied languages using software given by aU 
programs respondents 
classes rank 2.27 2.23 
Self-studv book rank 3.92 4.15 
audio rank 3.34 3.35 
software rank 2.96 3.35 
I private tutor rank 2.15 1.90 
Yes, to some extent they believe more than the rest ofthe sample that software programs 
can be effective; On the other hand, the difference between the average railk given to 
software programs by this particular group of people and the o"erall rank given by all 
respondents is not that significant and cannot explain completely the preference for 
software products. While about 6% of all respondents believe software is the most 
effective method for studying foreign.Ianguages, g% of the respondents who have used 
software in the past to study languages believe that software-based language learning is 
the most effective way to learn a language. This. is not a big difference. 
Softv.are tTEthod rank 
11 . 
III ra"I< 1 
.. rark2 
Ll "'*3 
GI rai< 4 
II """ 5 
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Where do Americans study foreign langnages? 
Percent of Perfent of respondents who have 
N responses studied foreign languages-
at primar.y. school 151 8.7% 
at secondary school 834 44.9% 
vocational training 34 1.8% 
college 372 20.0% 
language ccurse in my 68 3.7% country 
abroad 129 6.9% 
self-study at home 235 12.6% 
Olner. at home from family 10 .5% 
in the m~itary 4 .2% 
at work 11 .6% 
Total 1858 100.0% 
-Note: In the Percent of respondents column. the percentages ... dd up to !DOre than 100 because the 
respondents could mark more than one answer to the question. 
- 3.1 % margin .oferror 
IMlere have you studied f"",ign languages? 
Percent cfrespondetns Wlo h:Nestucied fa"eign ~ 
16.5% 
85.4% 
3 .5% 
38.1% 
7.0% 
13.2% 
24.1% 
1.0% 
.4% 
1.1% 
190.2% 
o m ~ m ~ ~ 00 m 00 00 
.t p;rray sch:d 
.t seo::rday sch:d 
\O.::a!icni tranirg 
Inco1ege 
Ja-g._ co.rse In ny CCU1ty 
atrcal 
geIf-sOJdy at h:rTe 
at I"D"tl: rrannyfaTilylfrierds 
in 1te niitary 
atw>1< 
Americans study foreign languages mostly in the secondary school (middle and high 
.school) and college. This explains why the most popular language learning method is 
"Group sessions with a teacher" . About 24% oftllose who Ilave studied foreign languages 
have used self-study methods at home to learn foreign languages .. The first seven options 
in the table above were offered to respondents in a closed-ended question along with 
"other" OptiOlL Then some of Ibe respondents chose Ibe "Other" option and typed in a 
text box and thus added several more options: at borne from family, in the military, and at 
work. The percentages of these added options are not directly comparable with the 
percentages of the options that have been originally included in the question. Still, given 
that only 47 out of almost one thousand respondents chose the "Olher" aptian, a 
conclusion can be made that a fairly small share "fthe American population study 
12 
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foreign languages at "other" institutions or places, including through their jobs. We will 
include "at work" as an option in our next survey in order to see how many people study 
foreign languages at work tbrough their employers but given the",urren! data, our 
bypothesis is that thts is a fairly small number md thereforethe.size of the so called 
ucorporate market:' is fairly small. 
3.2 Why Americans study foreign languages 
Percontof Percent of respondents who have studied 
Motives 10 study foreian lanQuaQes N responses foreian lanauaaes' 
career related 153 7.B 
communicate with famifylfriends 179 9.1 
for travelina abroad 20B 10.6 
for personal satisfaction 429 21.9 
to·be able (0 understand people 
from other cultures 328 16.B 
To meet a course reouirement 638 32.6 
Other motives 22 1.1 -
1957 100.00 
Note. In the Percent of respondents column, the percentages add up to more than 100 be<:ause the 
respondents could rn2Uk morc than one aoS\'\'Cf to the question. 
·3.1% margin of error 
M:Xi\.es to stLdy forelgl iarg..ages 
careecraata::! 
c::crrtTU"lca1e Wth fanitylfrierds 
fa traEIlng aOO:a:f 
fer pers::na salisfaction 
to be OCie to u cia sta d peq;:ie frO"n c::thEI" oib.::'es 
to rreet a ca..rse J"EQ.i A3f'I'9"t: 
cIh<r_ 
no 10.0' 210 30.0 40.0 S10 EnD 70.0 
I", Pe-CErtof ''''''"' del ts ""'" h<>.e slu:ia:lfaei!Tll~ I 
The Americans study foreign languages for a variety of reasons, some very practical such 
as "to get by when abroad" and some very idealistic such as "to understand other 
cultures", The respondents who have studied foreign languages mention, on average, 2 
motives for studying foreign languages. 
13 
15.7 
18.4 
21.4 
44.0 
33.7 
65.5 
2.3 
200.92 
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A comparison between UK, USA, and Germany shows some significant differences in 
the motives for studying foreign languages. 
, 
Percent of all responses 
Why did you study foreign languages? Please mark all that 
a~';lv. USA UK 
To use it at work or to improve careerorosoecls 7% 9% 
To communicate with familv members and/or friends 9% 7% 
To aet bv when Iravelina abroad 11% 22% 
For personal sa~sfaction 22% 20% 
To be abJe to understand oeoole from other cultures 17% 17% 
. To meet 8 course (credit\ reeulrement 33% 17% 
Other 1% 7% 
Motives co, ..... ison USA, lA<, Gennany 
F'arCGnt a i espoi IiSe5 
(Flo SOia 10% 15"10 21'/0 25'% 3)"/0 3tY'1o 
To use it at \o\O"k cr 10 i I"Tp"CM! c:a-eE!'" ~iiii~~ 
TOccmnricatewttlt~ j te s a'l&a 
frien:is 
To get OJ vJ"En""';;ng al:rca:l 
Fa" peroc.oa sa5.ta:icn 
To be ale 10 tcde"sia""d f""'Pe frano1ta" 
cultres 
To rreeta aJU"Se (aed~ req..irarert 
Oher 
Germanv 
18% 
9% 
22% 
17% 
18% 
7% 
8% 
~. L&. IIIU< o 
The biggest difference between the UK and Germany on the one hand and the USA on 
the other hand is that the language learners in the USA much less often study languages 
to travel abroad and they mention more often "to meet a course. requirement" as a motive 
to study foreign languages. In the USA in: only 11 % of the responses the survey 
participants choose "to get by when traveling abroad" compared with 22% in UK and 
Germany. 
14 
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3.3 How the Americans use the foreign languages they speak 
Circumstances in which foreign Percent of Percent of respondents who 
lanauaqes are used N responses soeak foreion lanouaoes' 
On holidays abroad 175 14.1 38.4 
Watching films/TV, listening to radio 184 14.6 40.4 
Conversations at work 140 11.3 ' 3D:? 
Reading 
books/newspapers/maQazines 116 9,5 25.9 
CommunicatinQ with friends 166 15.0 40.6 
On the Internet 69 7.2 19.5 
Readino at work 30 2.4 6.6 
Communi catino With family members 130 10,5 2B.5 
Writino emails/letters at work 46 3.7 10.1 
Travelina abroad on business 69 5.6 15.1 
While studyinQ something else 62 5.0 13.6 
While shopping 1 0.1 0.2 
Helaine kids to study 3 0.2 0,7 
Other circumstances 1 9 0.7 2.0 
" 
• 4.6,10 margm of error 
arcurrstances in lMlim foreign languages are used 
PeroenI of respondetns who speak focei!J'llanguages 
0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0,' 20.0 25.0 30.0 35.0 40.0 45.0 
01 holiday.; abroad 
\I'ltcrt.d1ing filrmfTV, listenng to 
Conversations at v.ori< 
Reading 
Comrunlcating Wth friends 
01 the Internet 
Reeding at v.ori< 
Ccmrunicating "'th fanily 
Wifing errsHs'letters at \I\Clrk 
Traveling abroad on txJsiness 
Wile studyirlJ sare!ting else 
Wile sroOOir1Cl 
Helping kids to 
O:her dra.Ji i sta cas 1 
The table above suggests that most of the time Americans use foreign languages during 
their leisure time in leisure activities such as communicating with family/friends. 
watching films, reading books, etc. 
TIlere are some significant differences in the way Americans, Britons. and Germans use 
foreign languages. 
15 
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In what circumstances do you use the foreign languages 
that you have studIed? ·Germany 
On holidays abroad , 86% 
Watching filmsnv, listening to radio 39% 
Conversations at work 32% 
Reading books/newspapers/magazines 49% 
Communicating with friends 27% 
On the Internet 69% 
Readin9.:at work 36% 
Communicatinq with familv members 10% 
Writing emails/letters at work 32% 
Traveling abroad on business 16% 
While studying something else 10% 
Other 4% 
"Percent of people who speak: foreign Languagei 
arCUTStances in Wlich languages are used 
On ttiidays_ 
WatcnrgfilrrsflV, fislfrirg b 
000 
O::rMrsatio:"G B. VO'k 
~rg 
b::d<s'~rrngazfres 
O:mnricafirg_trterds 
Ontt-el_ 
fedrg d. wxi< 
Ctmru-icafing wfrl farrily 
rrerrtlen; 
IMi ti rg erreilsllet!ers d. wxi< 
T ra..E;irg ab1:::aj <Xll:x.t:iness 
o 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 
'UK ·USA 
85% 38% 
31% 40% 
11% 30% 
25% 26% 
23% 41% 
26% 19% 
6% 7% 
14% 29% 
8% 10% 
13% 15% 
4" . ro 14% 
8% 3% 
1 
Wile sfud,Arg so:n;<t;rg Elsa i . 
'--___ CIhe< _______ -'--__ .~ 
Note: Percent of people who speak foreign languages 
• A little more than one third oftbe Americans who speak foreign Iangnages use 
them on holidays abroad while the corresponding percentage in Germany is 86% 
and in UK 85%. 
• Unlike UK but similarly to Germany. Americans use foreign languages often to 
speak at work. 
• A significant difference between America on the one hand and Germany and UK 
on the other hand is that in America people often use foreign languages to 
communicate with friends and families. . 
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• Unlike Gennany (but similarly to UK), relatively few Americans use foreign 
languages to read or write at work. 
ft How 0 en do Amencans use t e orelgn languages they speak? 
How often do YOU use the foreiQn lanQuaqes that yOU have stUdied? 
Percent of 
N rescondents" 
At least one hour a day 75 16% 
At least one hour a week 80 17% 
Occasionally {for example, on trips abroad} 326 68% 
Total 481 
. 4.5% margm of error 
Abou! 33% of the Americans who speak foreign languages use them relatively often: at 
least one hour 8 week. This percentage is relatively high compared to the same 
percentage in the UK (17%) and it is very close !Q. the cnrresponding percentage in 
Germany (34%). Still, two thirds of the people who claim to speak foreign languages use 
them rarely. One possible conclusion drawn from this fact is that there may be a big 
market for maintaining and refreshing foreign languages. "Use it or 100&e it" must have 
been first said in relation 10 foreign languages. Occasionally when a language is needed 
(like nn trips abroad) it has to be refreshed. At any given moment the number of people 
who study foreign langnages is only a fraCtion of the number ofpecple who already 
speak to some extent foreign lan.guages. According to the table above two thirds of these 
people occasionally use foreign languages at intervals that suggest that their language 
skills have to be refreshed. Many of these people may also· want to maintain the laoguage 
they have learned. All this may create a significant market segment that needs to maintain 
and refresh language skills and it is worth exploring in more details this segment. 
Traditionally, the company's marketing message has been targeted towards people who 
want to LEARN a language. It is hard to determine how wel! this messRge resonales with 
people who have already learned a language but just need to maintain and refresh it. 
Based on my personal experience learning three foreign languages, tbe way you learn a 
language is very different from the way you maintain and refresh this language .. 
3.4 Brand awareness and brand evaluations 
We measured unaided awareness and brand recognition (aided awareness). 
The brand names oflanguage learning products, services, and language schools that 
people are aware of. (Brand awareness unaided; open-ended question) 
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Brand Recall: Distribution of Responses 
Percent of all 
Brands Count responden~ 
Berlitz 102 7.42% 
Rosetta Stone 29 2.11% 
Plmsleur 14 1.02% 
For Dummies series 12 0.87% 
Muzzy. 6 0.44% 
Lanoenscheidt 5 0.38% 
.tr.§~.~~ Immersion 5 0.36% 
Websters 5 0.36% 
Baron's 4 0.29% 
Ingles sin Barreras 4 0.29% 
learn (lanQuaQe) now 4 029% 
Advanta!1e Horizon 3 022% 
A1llance Francaise 3 0.22% 
Idiot's series 3 0.22% 
Oxford 3 0.22% 
Kaplan 3 0.22% 
SYlvan Centers 3 0.22% 
Transparent 3 0.22% 
All respondents 1374 
Less than 300 resDondents recaU a!librands 
The top-of-mind .wareness of the Rosetta Stone brand is relatively low in the United 
States. Having said this, Rosetta Stone is the second most recalled brand after Berlitz. 
Out of about 1400 respondents 29 menlioned Rosetta Stone when asked what brand 
. names of language learning products/services/schools they are aware of, This is a little 
more than 2% brand recall. In general, only about 20% of the A,mericans can recall any 
language learning brands. Every third American that is able to recall a brand mentions 
Berlitz and every tenth mentions Rosetta Stone. Pimsleur and the For Dummies series 
have half of the Rosetta Stone recall. 
After the open-ended question, we asked a closed question to detennme the brand 
recognition of the Rosetta Stone brand and several competingbmnds. 
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Do you remember having seen or heard of any of following brands? 
1410 respondents answered this question. 620/0 of them could not recognize any of the 
brands. 
Percent of Percent of 
Brand N responses respondents' 
Transosrent LanQUBQe 26 1.7 2.0 
Berlitz 369 22.0 26.2 
AuraloQ (Tell me More) 5 0.3 0.4 
Rosetta Stone 231 13 .7 16.4 
--... 
Pimsleur 34 2.0 2.4 
LanauRae Now 84 5.0 6.0 
Instant Immersion 61 3.6 4:3 
I have never seen any of these 
brands 869 51 .7 61 .6 
Total 1681 100.0 119.2 
• · 2.6 Yo margm qf error 
"Language Now" is a fictitious brand that, unfortunately, is close to an existing brand: 
Learn (language) Now. Therefore we cannot use itto adjust brand recognition 
percentages for respondents that falsely "recognize" brands. 
10 addition to this, we C'.a1culated several other relevant numbers: 
• 30% of the people who intend·Io study foreign languages in the next 12 months 
recogrtize the Rosetta Slnne brand . 
• 32% of the people who have used computer software in the past In study foreign 
languages recognize the Rosetta Stone brand 
• 30% of the people who have spent any money on IQnguage learning in the last 12 
months recognize the Rosetta Slone brlllld . 
• 36% of the people who have bought langnage software in the last 12 months 
recognize the Rosetta Slnne brand 
All these numbers are about twice as large as the overall Rosetta Stone brand recognition 
among all Americans. The people who bave intentions to study foreign languages in the 
next]2 months are1!- much more relevant market than the American population as a 
whole. They are the people who are most likely to spend money on language learning and 
it is critical that this particular subgroup of the population is aware of the Rosetta Stone 
brand. About 1/3 of them are indeed aware of the brand. 
We asked the 231 respondents who recognized the Rosetta Stone bmnd from what source 
they have first learned about Rosetta Stone. 
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Sources of infonnation: Frequenc1es 
Percent of Percent of 
Channels of information N responses resPtmdents'* 
Sources of info(a) print ad 87 29.0% 39.9% 
radio 63 21.0% 28.9% 
web search 46 15.3% 21.1% 
WIfNI.RS.com 22 7.3°/es 10.1% 
word of mouth 27 9.0% 12.4% 
kiosk 18 6.0% 6.3% 
1V 22 7.3% 10.1% 
other source 15 5.0% 6,9% 
Total 300 100.0% 137.6% 
~6 .5% Margin of error 
About 70% of thesc respondent, have fust learned about Rosetta Stone through an 
advertisement At least 60% of the brand awareness is created through advertising. One 
can argue that this percentage is actually bigher since many ofthe people who have first 
learned about the compnny tnrough the web may have done searches or visited 
RosettaStone.com after seeing an ad. Also advertising may create some word of mouth 
and therefore some of the people who learn about the brand through word of mouth 
should actually be attributed to the company's advertising. 
Every twelfth person who is aware of the brand has seen a kiosk. Every eighth person 
aware of the Rosetta Stone brand has learned about it from word of mouth. 
We asked the respondents to indicate to what eK!ent they disagree or agree with each one 
of the following statements. Given the sample size, the margin of error for these five 
statements is about 6%. 
In comparison with alternative brands oflanguage products, services and schools: (1-
strongly agree .... 3-neutral. .... 5-strongly disagree). • 
Statement N Mean 
Rosetta Stone is a high quality brand 217 2.17 
Rosetta Stone i~9od value for the mone'y_~ 215 2.61 
The.Rosetta Stone program is an effective way to learn a foreign 
language 215 2.26 
I hold Rosetta Stone in high esteem 215 2.47 
I'd rather buy Rosetta Stone than any other brand of language 
DroducVservice 216 2.68 
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8uy;ng preference 
High esteem 
Rosella Stone Brand Equity 
m Strongly Agree 
g; Somewhat Agree 
o Neulral Effective program 
Good value 
c::J Somewhat Disagree 
I!IStrongly Disagree 
S I have no opinion 
High quafity 
0% 20% 40% 60% eo% 100% 
Percent of respondents who recognized Rosetta Stone· 
"6.7% margin .of error 
As we can see from the table above. the average scorc:s given to the brand are all slightly 
in the positive territory b~low tbe Neutral point in.\be scale. The bigbest score is given to 
the quality ofthe Rosetta Stone program. The lowest scores are given to the following 
v,\,o statements: 
• Rosetta Stone is good value for the money 
• l'd rather buy Rosetta Stone llian any other brand oflanguage product/service 
About 8% of the respondents who recognize the Rosetta Stone brand strongly agree with 
the statement that they would rather buy Rosetta Stone than any other brand and another 
11 % somewhat agree with the sLatemenl This means that 1 % increase in brand awareness 
creates a pool of 120,000 people who would agree strongly with this statement aod 
another 165,000 who somewhat agree with the statement. The table below elaborates on 
how the numbers are calculated. 
US residents 
above 18 and 
Statement: I'd rather buy Rosetta Stone than any other brand of language with Internet 
oroductlservice access 
US 
residents 
above 18 
US population represented by Ihe sample 150077,013 220.377,406 
Number of people who learn about RS when the awareness increases by 
1% 1.500,770 2.203,704 
Percent of people recognizing Rosetta Stone brand V'mo strongly agree wah 
the statement that theid rather bUY Rosetta Stone than any other brand 8% 8% 
Increase in the number of people strongly agreeing with the above 
statement that is due to 1% increase in brand awareness 120,062 176.302 
Increase in the number of people someltmaf agreeing with the above 
statement thal is due to 1% Increase in brand awareness 165,085 242,415 
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If the entire US population older than 18 is included in the calculations, the number in 
row 4 is 176,000 people who would strongly agree with the statement and another 
242,000 who would somewhat agree with the statement 
In summary, 1 % increase in brand awareness may create a pool of almost 400,000 people 
who think that Rosetta Stone is a best buy. At least two thirds and may be as much as 
80% of tbis pool is created by the company" advertising. How many ofthem will 
actually buy? To answer this question, further research and analysis should be done. 
Based on circumstantial evidence, about 20% oftbese people will actually buy. 
language product/service in the next 12 months and 113'" of them will actually buy 
Rosetta Stone. This means that 1% increase in brand awareness may create a pool of 
about 25,000-30,000 new customers. If the average amount spent by these customers is 
$250, the increase in revenue due to 1% increase in brand awareness may eventually be 
$6M-$7M. 
We asked the respondents who recognize the Rosetta Stone brand to tell us what they 
know about the brand in an open-ended question. Out of231 respondents who recognized 
the brand 191 answered this open-ended question. ' 
Please describe in a couple of sentences what you,know about Rosetta Stone. 
Percent of 
respondents who 
Number of Percent of recognize the 
Statement respondents responses brand 
RS offers larlQuage troining 78 27% 41% 
I know nothing about RS 
_. 
76 26% 40% 
RS is computer-based 22 8% 12% 
RS is oood, high.qualitv, the best 17 6% - 9% 
RS is a fast way to learn a language 13 5% 7% 
RS is an easy way to leam a language 11 4% 6% 
RS is comprehensive 9 3% 5% 
RS off.rs manv lanQuaees 8 3% 4% 
RS is a self-study proQram 7 2% 4% 
RS is expensive 6 2% .. ~
RS is easy to use 6 2% 3% 
RS is an affective w§y to leam a langu8ae 5 2% 3% 
Used bv NASA. CIA, etc. 4 1% 2% 
RS uses mmersion 4 1% 2% 
RS offers books 3 1% 2% 
RS is sold in the mall/kiosks I 3 1% 2% 
RS is an audio program 2 1% 1% 
RS is an online proqram 2 1% 1% 
RS is interacUve 2 1% 1% 
discovered in Egypt 1 0% 1% 
RS has no info on web site 1 0% 1% 
RS teaches through translation 1 0% 1% 
RS is no! good . 1 0% 1% 
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Percent of 
(Continued) respondents who 
Number of Percent of recognize the 
Statement respondents {e~ponses brand 
RS is verY cooular 1 D% 
RS is different 1 0% 
RS NO translation, memorization. grammar drilfs 1 0% 
RS is a simple way to learn 1 0% 
RS is a natural way to learn 1 0% 
~ people love RS 1 0% 
Total responses 2aB 
Total respondents 131 
About 40% of the Americans who recognize the Rosetta Stone brand know nothing about 
the brand. AU they know is a. name. 
41 % of the Ameri.cans who recognize Rosetta Stone mention that it offers language 
training. 12% say that it is computer-based. 9% say it is a good, high-quality product. 
About 6-7% sa.ys that Rosetta Stone is a fast and/or easy way to learn a tanguage. Given 
that our advertising is all about "fast and easy", it is surprising that not that many people 
recall these two words when describing their knowledge of the brand. 
3.5 Product categories' market shares 
the last 12 months? any or services tpat 
you have bought in order to learn a foreign language. For 
example, language classes, audio CDs, computer programs, 
elc. 
··::':r:·· ..,. " , ." 
Number of Percent of 
8% oftlle US population older than 18 and with Internet access bas spent some money on 
language learning in the last 12 months. The buyers of language products and services 
have bought in the Last i2 months an average of 2 products/services per person. The table 
below displays the detailed information about the number of products bought in the last 
12 months 
Percent of 
Number of oroducts bought N respondents 
1 55 49% 
2 24 21% 
3 23 20% 
4 7 6% 
5 3 3% 
6 1 1% 
Total 113 100% 
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Of the 113 respondents who indicated that they have bought language products and 
services two did not respond what they have bought, 55 bought only one productlservice, 
24 bought2 products/services, etc. We can generalize from here that about 49% of the 
buyers of language products/services in the US buy only one prqductlservice, 21 % buy 
two, etc. Given the number of respondents in the sample who have spent money on 
language learning, the margin of error for these generalizations is about 10%. 
Wh d ts/ servlces at pro uc d'd h b ? 1 t ey UYI 
What product/services have you bought 
within the last 12 montns in order to study Percent of Percent of 
foreign languages? Please mark all that Number of respondents* transactions· 
applv. respondents - (113)" -(units) 
Audio tape/Audio CD 57 50% 
Computer software program (denvered via 
CD ROM or online) 39 35% 
Book 57 50% 
Dictionary 39 35% 
PrivatQ: instructor/tutor 4 4% 
Classroom Instructor (Ianauaae classes) 25 22% 
"Margin of error: around 10% 
h In addition to 109 respondents who answered Yes to the question Whether they have bought any 
language products or services. we discovered 4 more respondents who skipped this question but thcn 
indicated that they have bought somc audio tapes, software, or other products and services. We added them 
to 109 and thus the total number of respondents that have spent money on 1311gtl3ge leaming becomes 113. 
About 50% of the respondents who have spent money -on language learning in the last 12 
months have bought audiotapes, 35% have bought computer software, etc. These are the 
market shares of the different product c.tegories calculated as share of penetration. For 
example, the audiotapes category has penetrated .bout 50% of the customers. Given the 
size of the group of buyers of language products (113), the margin of error for all these 
percentages is about 10%. 
In summary, 35% of all Americans who spend money on language learning buy software 
products to sludy languages and the software product category accounts for 18% of all 
language learning transactions. 
3.6 Market potential; price-demand relationship. 
70% of the buyers of language learning products and services spend less than S100 a year 
on language learning. Another 20% spend between S50 and S100. Less than 20% spend 
more than $200. This data is summarized in the graph below. 
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The classic 80120 rule is valid for the language learning market in the United States: 
about 80% of all buyers spend only 35% of all money that is spent on language learning. 
About 20% of the buyers spend approximately tWo thitds oflhe money. 
In the last 12 months, approximately how Percent of respondents who have 
much money did you spend in order to bought any language Percent of 
stud Ian ua es other than En lish? roducts/services* demand· 
below $50 43% 
$51)..$99 28% 
$1O~$149 8% 
S15~$199 5% 
$20~$299 7% 
$30~$399 3% 
$4~ 499 3% 
$50~$599 1% 
more than $1,000 3% 
*10% margin. of error~ 
What is the total consumer market potential in the United States? 
lfwe take into account only the population that has lntemet access and is older than 18 
years, the eonsumer market potential is between $1.3M and $1.6M. 
Consumer Market Potential In the USA 
220,377 406 
68.1% 
150,077,013 
roducls/services 8% 
$120 
$1 438,238046 
25 
9% 
17% 
9% 
7% 
14% 
10% 
9% 
4% 
21% 
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If the entire population older than 18 is included in the calculations, regardless of whether 
it has Internet access or not, the consumer market potential is between S1.9M and $2.3M. 
Consumer Market Potential in the USA , 
1) PODulation aoe 18+ - 220,377 ,406 
2)"Percant buyin(rlanguage 
products/services 8% 
3) Average money spent on language 
leamina $120 
4) Total Market=1'2'3 $2111950,141 
An alternative way to calculate the market potential that provides more details is offered 
in the table below: 
In the last 12 
months, Number of . 
approximately Americans 
how much buying 
money did you language 
spend in order products/ser Amount Marbl 
to study vices at this spent at this 'potential at Percent of 
languages other level of level of this level I (cumulative) Percent of total market than En~lish? spending spending total market (cumufativel 
below $50 5,202,670 $130,066,744 $130,056,744 9% 
-
$50-$99 3,301,694 $247,627,071 $377,693,815 17% 
$100-$149 1,000,513 $125,064,177 $502,757,992 9% 
$150-$199 600,308 $105,053,909 $607 ,811,901 7% 
$200-$299 800,411 $200,102,683 $807,914,584 14% 
$300-$399 400,205 $140,071 ,878 $947 986,462 10% 
$400-$499 300,1 54· $135,069,311 $1 ,083,055,714 9% 
$500-$599 100,051 $ 55,028,238 $1,136,084,011 4% 
more than 
$1,000 300,154 $300,154,025 $1,438,238,036 21% 
Total consumer market potential: $' 1,438,238,036 
The total market potential from these calculations is the same as the market 'size 
calculated in the table with market size calculations located on the bottom of page 25. 
The advantage is that here we can see the share of the total market at different levels of 
spending. For example, the Americans spending between $50 and $99 spend a total of 
$248M. From the cumulative potential column in the table, we can see that the 
American. spending less than $100 spend a total of$378M and t~is i. 26% of the total 
26 
9% 
26% 
35% 
42% 
56% 
66% 
75% 
79% 
100% 
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market potential. In order to perform all the calcula)ions in the table above, we assumed 
that the respondents who indicated that their spending is within a particular range spend 
an amount equal to tbe middle point in the range. For example, we assumed that the 
Americans spending between $50 and $99 have actnally spent $7~. Given the sample size 
of about 100 respondents and that they reported their spending using ranges and not exact 
numbers ($50-$100, for example), the. margin of error for all numbers in the current 
section of this report is more than 10% and therefore the results are only directional. 
3.7 US language market: profile of the Americans who buy 
language products/services 
Who are the people who have spent money on language learning? 
Age and spending on language learning 
Younger Americans are more likely to buy language products/services than the older 
.Americans. A Chi-Square analysis confirmed this relationship. Pearson Chi-Square has a 
value of 16.29 with Asymp.·Significance of 0.0027. 
Percent within the age group who have bought 
AQe qroup language products/services· 
18-24 13.4 
25-34 7.B 
3544 6.4 
45-54 .. 6.2 
55 and above 5 .4 
All Americans 7.9 
"Given the sample Slze, the margm of error IS about 6%. 
The information in the table above means that a person in the 18-24 age group is two 
times more likely to spend some money on language learning than a person in tlte 35+ 
age group. 
For examp!e, ~(;~ ~ S assume that we have two lists of potential customers that we want to 
hit with a direct mail or anoth.er direct marketing message: a list of people in the 18-24 
age group and a list of people older than 35. If everything else in the message is equal, 
one can expect to get about two times higher response rate from tbe first group than from 
the second group. These conclusions are valid about language learning offers in general, 
not about the expected response to an offer from Rosetta Stone. There could be other 
factors that may impact the response from the different .ge groups such as price . 
sensitivity, brand image, etc. 
The younger Americans also tend to spend more money on language learning than the 
older Americans. The Americans in the 18-24 age group are the ones who spend the most 
on language learning. A Chi-Square analysis confirmed this relationship. Pearson Chi-
Square has a value of2f.69 withAsymp. Significance of 0.041. 
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Percent of the buyer.; in this age Percent of buyers in this age group 
Age group group who have spent less than $50 who have spent more than $150 
18-24 34.9 34.9 
25-34 50.0 
, 
18.2 
35-44 41.2 0.0 
45-54 47.6 14.3 
. 55 and above 52.9 17.6 
-
All Americans 43.3 20.8 
.Glven the small number of people 10 each age group who have spent any money on language learnms. 
these'results are. only directional; the margin of error is greaterthan 10%. 
From the table above. about 35% of the buyers of language products/services who are 
between J 8 and 24 years old have spent more than $150 on language learnIng compared 
with 18% ofthe buyers in the 25-34 age grouP. 0% of the buyers in the 35-44 age grouP. 
14% of the buyers in the 45-54 age grouP. and 18% of the buyers in tbe 55+ age group. 
Given the very small samples' sizes. these results are only directional; the margin of error 
is more than I Q%. 
Income and spending on language learning 
There are some results in the survey suggesting that the spending on language learning 
may not be a direct linear function of income. It does not look like the Americans with 
higher incomes are more likely to buy language prodoctslservices than the Americans 
with lower incomes. A Chi-Square analysis does not conIum that there is a relationship 
between income and whether a person will buy language products or not. Pearson Chi-
Square is 2.01 with Asymp. Significance of 0.55. 
Household Income 
below $25,000 
$25,000-$50,000 
$50,000-$75,000 
above $75.000 
All Americans 
Percent of the Americans within the income category who 
have bought language products/services' 
Giveo the sample size, the m.argin of error is 5w 6% 
7.1 
6.4 
8.4 
9.1 
7.6 
For example. 7.1% of the respondents in the "below 25K" income group have bought 
language products/services in the last 12 months while 9 .. 1 % of the respondents in the 
"above 75K" income group have bought language products/services in the last 12 
months. Even though there is a percent difference of2%. the statistical methods that we 
used did not conImn the existence of a relationship between income and whether a 
person would spend money on language learning. The two percent difference is within 
the sampling error. 
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3.B Brands' market shares 
Number of 
"·Each one of the 22 brands in the Other cate_gory was mentioned only ooce, 
The most importAnt conclusion from the data in the table above is that when market share 
is measured with the percent of buyers of language products and services who buy. 
particular brand, there is no clear leader ill the United States. Several brands compete 
head to head for the customers' wallet: Berlitz, Rosetta Stone, Pimsleur, Transparent, and 
Instant Immersion. Given that these companies have very different price offerings, their 
share of wallet must be different. 
3.9 Rosetta Stone advertising awareness 
Finally, we asketi tne respondents if they have seen or heard any advertisements for 
Rosetta Stone. We had two questions about advertising-awareness. 
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After this question, we showed the respondents the print ad that has been used by the 
company in the United States and we asked again if they have seen tlus particular or a 
similar ad for Rosetta Stone. 
seen this one or a Rosetta 
ad for 
'.' .: :.::;: 
In summa",. about 13% ofthe US residents have seen or heard a Rosetta Stone 
advertisement. This is an increase of about 3% over August 2005. At the same time, the 
recognition ofthe Rosetta Stone print ad (Svetlona) has decreased by about 2%. 
3.10 Intentions to study foreign languages 
es in the next 12 months? 
Valid Yes 
No 
I am not sure 
Total 
What is the reason that you do not Intend to 
stud a forei n ian ua e in the next 12 months? 
I have no time to stud 
I am not motivated eno h 
It is too ex enslve 
I am not ood at Jan ua es 
I can't find an effective solution 
Other: 
f have no Interest in la ua 95 
I have no need to learn a Ian ua e 
Not a non 
I am 100 old 
Other 
Fre uen Percent 
214 15.4 
852 61.5 
320 23.1 
1386 100.0 
Number of Percent of 
res ondents 
503 34% 
424 28% 
119 8% 
170 11% 
71 5% 
54 4% 
101 7% 
6 0% 
12 1% 
35 2% 
30 . 
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37% 
10% 
15% 
6% 
5% 
9% 
1% 
1% 
3% 
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Appendix 1 Questionnaire: close-ended questions 
age 
Frequen 
Ace ev . Percent 
Valid 18·24 295 21.3 
25·34 282 20.3 
35-44 236 17.0 
45-54 295 21.3 
, 55 and 
avec 278 20.1 
Total 1386 100 
I gender 
Frequen 
Gender lev Percent 
Valid Female 739 53.3 
Male 647. 46.7 
Tota! 1386 100 
Have you ever stUdied any languages other than Engllf;h? Number of 
Further in the questionnaire we will refer to these responden Percent of 
languages simply as foreign languages. Is respondents 
Yes 980 70.7% 
No 406 29.3% 
Total 1386 
What methods have you used to study foreign lanouages? 
Percent of 
responden 
RespOnses Is 
N Percent 
dasses method 891 50.9 91 .6 
software method 146 8.3 15.0 
Books method 29B 17.0 30.6 
audio method 191 10.9 19.6 
orivate tutor method 72 4.1 7.4 
at home method 113 6.4 11.6 
mends method 17 1.0 1.7 
abroad method 24 1.4 2.5 
Total 1752 100 
31 
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Writing emailslletters at work 46 3.7 10.1 
Traveling abroad on business 69 5.6 15.1 
While studyingsomething else , 62 5.0 13.6 
While shopping. 1 0.1 0.2 
Helpin9. kids to study 3 0.2 0.7 
Other circumstances 1 9 0.7 2.0 
1242 100 272 
Do you-;emember havirlg seen or heard of any of the following brands? 
Percent of 
Responses respondents 
N Percent 
BR Transparent LanllU8Qe 27 1.7 2.0 
BR Berlitz 359 22.1 26.3 
BR Auralog (Tell me More) 5 0.3 0.4 
8R Rosetta Stone 220 13.5 16.1 
BRPlmsleur 32 2.0 2.3 
8R Language Now 79 4.9 5.8 
BR Instant Immersion 59 3.6 4.3 
1 have never seen any ofthese brands 844 51.9 61.8 
1625 100 
.' 
From which one of these sources have you received any information about RS? 
Percent of 
Responses respondents 
N Percent 
print ad 87 29 39.9 
radio 63 21 28.9 
web search 46 15 21 .1 
www.RS.com . 22 7 10.1 
WoM 27 9 12.4 
kiosk 18 6 8.3 
TV 22 7 10.1 
other source 2 15 5 6.9 
300 100 138 
( 34 
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! ~.:ase Indicate 10 whal e~enl yo,:~?~:,:,or . _,. ,with 
: b;;nds of :'· i • and 
Rosetta Slone is a hlnh. "ity brand 
I I Agree 
I Agree 
Neutral 
I have no opin ion 
:'fQt~L, "" ".:;., ::i:',':,.;·,<: ... ,:;i: , ,,,,Ie'i .: .,,' ,i,:: , :~ '" ",: :,:; hg, :::!..':,: :;;, 
Rosetla Stone isoood value for the money 
, Acree 
Neu,ral 
Strongly i 
34 15.6% 
48 22.0% 
49 22.9% 
1 0.5% 
2 0.9% 
83 38.1% 
·i. ,,5b:J i",.;;,'. ::t: "::;,, , 
15 6.9% 
32 14 .8% 
73 33.8% 
3 1.4% 
5 2.3% 
~' no aoioion - . ::". ;'~::.. ;;; .,;: : :::: . ';.:. "::.:! ,:- ; lROsOitaSlone program Is an I forelcn . .' """" '" '",''',' :', Ii'" :"~,r:",:,,,",,,,, ;,'" ; ,;n~"0~,1. .,, 7",,%::,:/, -----1 way to learn. a 
Strongly Agree 
t Acree 
Neutral 
I 
I have no opinion 
,. ':: " ... 
I hold Rosetla Slone in high eSleem 
, Agree 
Neutral 
~have no aoinion 
~; ;~;: :;~.. ' .~;~~; .~:.. :. 
Neulral 
~"'Y." 
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28 13.0% 
49 22.7% 
52 24.1% 
3 1.4% 
2 0.9'\ 
82 38.00, 'e';:"~§i~'t':Ii'ii::'~~:~ili:~ ,jmn,g~;:::,~::,: . :+' ______ ~ 
22 10.2% 
33 15.3% 
72 33.3% 
2 0.9% 
3 1.4% 
84 38.9% 
,i~: 
lB B.3% 
24 11 .1% 
74 34.1% 
9 4.1% 
5 2.3% 
.:"i''':];:;;i:;;;;·,~~~~~:~""jIT •··''"-:lI _ __ --, 
35 
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Conversations with foreign Olympic athletes 
communicating. with patients at work 
communicating with my husbands co-workers 
Communicating with friends 
comminicating vlith people who don'l speak 
english 
AI work if someone doen'st speak english , 
at random intervals 10 selfffriends 
as it is needed 
almost never any more 
Please write in the box below all the BRAND NAMES of language learning 
products, services. and language school you can think of. 
xxx:xxxxxxxxx 
worldspeak, birtHtz, barrons 
websters dictom:iry 
Webster's 
websters 
vida dvds 
very easy self study books 
VenConmigo 
Usted y Yo study course 
UNSURE 
unknown 
unknown 
University of Montpellier 
copenhagen University 
university of Sydney 
U.S. Dept. of State 
Twenhofel middle school, Goshen high school, and newport high sc.'ool 
tulors, teachers, books, audio tapes and CDs 
tutors , live in family, cd's, college courses, computer programs. 
Transparent language, Inc. 
Berlitz 
Rosetta Stone 
Transparent Language 
transparent 
TO LONG AGO TO REMEMBER 
They were curriculUm books. 
there are no brand names i can think of 
The Standard Deviants; Vidmar", Language Series; Penfon Overseas, Inc; Berlitz 
the rossetta stone 
the learning company and bertlilz 
Textbooks and teachers only 
text books; audio CO; software; teachers 
CONFIDENTIALATIORNEYS' EYES ONLY 
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text books 
Texas Tech University foreign languages department 
television 
teachers, audio CD 
Teach Yourself Books, The Hugo SeMes, The Cortina Series, Pimsleur 
tapes, books, instructors 
Taps recordings w/manual 
talk now 
Systran 
Rosetta Stone 
syracuse language 
Sylvan Learning center 
sylvan disney 
Sylvan 
swahilli dictionary 
5ulivan 
studyspanish, rocketspanish, standard deviants 
studio . 
french high schaal 
Learning center 
studied so long ago that I don't know any current ones 
Speaking French . 
spanish learning books 
spanish learning cds 
Spanish for Govt Officials 
spanish for dummies 
berlitz spanrsh 
unknown name german audio 
Spanish for Dummies 
spanish for dummies 
spanish book from high school 
spanish 
spanish 
soryy, can't think of any 
Sorry none come to mind 
sorrl none 
Sony can't think of any 
skoal books 
SIL language 
Sheool 
self-study, audio cd , and private tutors 
self study books,radio,te!evision,people of that culture in general 
Self study books Brand name unknown 
Self learning in the culture you want to learn the language of. 
Secondary school teachers 
schoolbooks 
47 
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schoolbooks 
school 
RosseUa Stone 
Rossetta Stone 
rossetta stone 
RosettaStone, eBooks, 
rosetta stone, learnables 
rosetta stone, kaplan, 
Rosetta Stone, Berlitz, (language) for Dummies 
Rosetta Slone. Berlitz 
rosetta stone, 
Rosetta Stone 
Berlitz 
Rosetta Stone 
Rosetta Stone 
Rosetta Stone 
rosetta ston~ 
Rosetta Stone 
Rosetta Stone 
Rosetta Stone 
Rosetta Stone 
Rosetta 
rosetta 
Rosena 
Roselta 
Rocketfrench 
rocket spanish 
Portuguesebra 
Rock and Leam CDs 
Foreign language self study books by Hayes, Frank Shaeffer, Educational Development Corp 
Resoursces from co~lege I dont know 
Quia; High SChool; College 
public schools 
catholic school 
private tutors teachers friends 
private tutors 
private tudors, one on one with teacher 
Presentty I can think of none. 
prentice hall 
Prego 
Plimnar 
Pinsler 
Pimsleur, Simon & Schuster 
Pims!eur, 8erlitz,Rosetta Stone, 
Pims[eur, Belize 
Pims!eur 
CONFIDENTIAL ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY 
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Instant Immersion 
Pimsleur Instant ConversatIon 
Language Lab 
Plmsleur Simon & Schuster Audio 
PimsJeuer, Berlitz 
pimsler/portugues 
nlghtengale conanVspanish 
Pimse/eur? 
Paso APasD 
Vox spanish and english dictionary 
pasajes 
Parsons 
Oxford. Cambridge 
Oxford dictionary,Grammar 1n Use Intermediate with Answers: Self-Study Reference and Practice for Students 
of English. Barron's ESL Guide to American BUsiness English, Geffner 
. Basic Composition for ESL, Huizenga, et.al. 
Onlingo 
Onlingo 
one on one, reading. writing, and listening. 
One on one private tutor, audio tapes, dictionaries, self study books. 
on the Computerand self studie books 
nothing 
not sure .. 
Not sure on Brand names 
not sure 
not sure 
not sure 
not sure 
not sure 
not sure 
not familiar with any 
none. 
None. 
None. it has been too long ago th.at I was interested in languages. 
None that I can think of. I only tool< spanish once and remained in the cfass for only 2while then 
I was taken out of the class. 
none rigl1t off hand 
none other than schools 
none known 
none I know of 
none except school 
None come to mind at this time. 
None come to mind 
None come to mind 
none come to mind 
none at the moment 
none at all 
none l 
49 
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